EXISTING ROW
PROP ROW
EXIST ROW
US-270B
END PROJECT
US-270
NS 3630 RD
EXISTING ROW
PROPOSED ROW
TEMPORARY ROW
RAILROAD ROW
BLUE LINE STREAM
RAILROAD
66 dBA
71 dBA
IMPARTED NOISE RECEIVERS
EXISTING BRIDGE LOCATION

CENTRAL LINE
PAVEMENT (INCL. SHOULDERS)
EXISTING ROW
PROPOSED ROW
TEMPORARY ROW
RAILROAD ROW
BLUE LINE STREAM
RAILROAD
66 dBA
71 dBA
IMPARTED NOISE RECEIVERS
EXISTING BRIDGE LOCATION

UPPER LEFT CORNER:
CENTRAL LINE
PAVEMENT (INCL. SHOULDERS)
EXISTING ROW
PROPOSED ROW
TEMPORARY ROW
RAILROAD ROW
BLUE LINE STREAM
RAILROAD
66 dBA
71 dBA
IMPARTED NOISE RECEIVERS
EXISTING BRIDGE LOCATION

PROPOSED WIDENING AND RE-ALIGNMENT OF US 270
JPR 21098(04)(07)(111), SEMINOLE CO.